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Abstract. In the dynamic environment of robots, the information of devices 
mounted on the robot may have alternative representations. Particularly, if the 
devices of the robot use different programming languages, operating platform and 
data management standards may restricts the ability of devices to interact with 
each other flawlessly. In order to handle such situations, Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) can be used which can handle the complexity (different 
programming languages, operating platform and data standards) with the help of 
ontologies. Although the researchers working in the area of robots have achieved a 
big milestone in producing small, easily pluggable and energy-efficient sensors but 
still the research on the requirements like extensibility, correctness, modularity, 
relationship and activity monitoring is need to be researched in-order to achieve 
dynamicity and flexibility while managing heterogeneity complexity which 
restricts the ability of devices to interact with each other flawlessly. Therefore, for 
correct interaction among robot sensors and sharing of data between them, we 
have developed an robot ontology (OntAPIbot) for defining the formal 
specification of concepts in-order to reduce the heterogeneity and to facilitate the 
reasoning tools for correct knowledge interpretation and reuse.  

Keywords. Ontology engineering, Semantic interoperability, Robot ontology, 
Knowledge representation 

1. Introduction 

The autonomous mobile robot, referred as APIbot is basically a fire fighting robot 
which can sense and differentiate light and fire with the help of its sensors. Moreover, 
this robot has the capability to detect and extinguish the fire as well. The sensors 
mounted on the robot are distance, temperature and light sensor along with the fan for 
extinguishing the fire and a servo motor which control its motion of the robot. Each 
sensor mounted on the robot offer a service which is registered on the backend 
computer and whenever any service will be called it provides its services to the service 
requester.  
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In order to save time for remote invocation, services can be migrated [1] from backed 
computer to APIbot which is connected wirelessly with backed computer. More details 
on autonomous robot can be found in Jawawi’s and Waqar’s work [2, 3]. 

In the dynamic environment of robots, the information of mobile devices may have 
alternative representations that make it difficult to interpret and use [4]. In this regard, 
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) with the help of semantic web technology 
provides the base on which to properly address these restrictions as it enables different 
devices to work together. The combination of the semantic web and ontologies (that 
present the concepts in a formal way by eliminating the terminological heterogeneity 
and enable the use of reasoning tools for knowledge discovery) allows the binding of 
data semantics along with the data for ease of sharing and correct interpretation. In this 
regards, service oriented computing can handle the application heterogeneity with the 
help of ontology. Moreover, ontologies which are playing an important role in 
pervasive environments; can be used for modeling the robots information to share and 
reuse the knowledge collected from distributed and heterogeneous sources of 
information [5, 6]. Ontologies as an engineering artifact used to describe a certain 
reality are the backbone technology for the Semantic Web. An ontology is a structure 
capturing semantic knowledge about a certain domain by describing relevant concepts 
and relations between them along with a set of explicit assumptions regarding the 
intended meaning of its vocabulary words. The concepts can be related to each other 
through a number of relationship types, representing the associations the concepts have 
according to the designer’s perception. [7].  

Although the researchers working in this area have achieved a big milestone to 
develop a small and energy-efficient devices for robots [8, 9, 10] but still the research 
on ontology based implementation solutions for autonomous robot systems are rare, 
and the best practices for handling heterogeneity complexity are not established. Hence, 
a research on ontology based interoperation among independent sensors of APIbot  is 
required to achieve dynamicity and flexibility while managing heterogeneity 
complexity. Moreover, differences in operating platform, programming languages and 
data standards restricts the ability of devices to interact with each other, for example, if 
two devices speak different languages, have different operating platforms or data 
management standards, then the data provided by one device cannot be interpreted 
correctly by the other. Therefore, in the dynamic environment of devices if sensors and 
devices speak different languages in the presence of different data standards and 
operating platforms then faultless communication of information among systems 
cannot be guaranteed. Hence, SOA provides well-defined foundations for addressing 
such problems. In this paper we have developed APIbot ontology for the reduction of 
terminology heterogeneity and complexity. 

Rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 requirements are discussed, 
In Section 3 review on related work is presented and in Section 4 ontology construction 
methodology is discussed. In Section 5, ontology construction phases are discussed in 
detail while in Section 6 ontology consistency checking is performed and finally in 
Section 7, discussion and future work is presented following Section 7, which 
summarizes the whole paper. 
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Figure 1. APIbot controller unit [3], interface board and connectors 

2. Requirements 

Requirement gathering is very important task as it plays a major role in the successes of 
any system. During this phase functionalities of a new system are identified. In this 
regard, a brief introduction of some important requirements related to road accident 
management is given below.  

2.1. Modularity  

Ontology modularity supports the design clarity by providing the semantics for a 
particular view resulting different ontologies to be integrated in a meaningful way [11] 
through the reuse of existing ontologies that can be published and accessed over the 
web. 

2.2. Relationship 

For better discovery, ontologies provide a formal, syntactic and semantic description 
model of concepts, properties and relationships between concepts. Relationship defines 
how the qualities are related to each other [12]. 

2.3. Updated data sharing 

Updated data sharing is essential for speedy translation of results into knowledge to 
improve decision making. This sharing should occur in a timely fashion in dynamic 
environments. The method for data sharing depends on several factors, including the 
sensitivity of the data, the size and complexity of the dataset.  
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2.4. Consistency 

Ontology must be supported with the automation of consistency checking resulting in 
more reliable software. This may guarantee that a service will perform the required 
functionality and will not malfunction within a specified time period. [13, 14]. 

2.5. Activity monitoring   

An activity is a process that is executed to achieve a goal. A robot commonly uses 
Periodic and Aperiodic schemes to monitor the tasks. Periodic tasks are initiated with 
the regular intervals while Aperiodic tasks can be initiated at any time point. 

2.6. Context-awareness   

Context-awareness has been widely studied for robot environments can play an 
important role in the success of ontology based robot systems by enhancing human 
computer interaction with the help of ontologies in distributed and heterogeneous 
environments of robots. Moreover, Context-awareness is the information related to the 
data produced by the service. For example, generally, the information related to the 
temperature measurement service (device) is when and where the data was produced by 
the service and without this description the produced data is meaningless. 

3. Related work 

In order to know, how effectively an existing literature deals with heterogeneity and 
complexity; a minimal set of six requirements are identified which can play an 
important role in the success of any ontology based system. Hence, in this section, an 
ontology based autonomous mobile robots are evaluated on these criteria 
(requirements), the basic aim is to identity the strengths and limitations of the existing 
work.  

In [15] author has introduced OBOC (Ontology Based Object Categorization) to 
achieve interoperability by performing reasoning on complex information captured by 
the internal and external sensors of AIBO robot. While designing OBOC, author has 
focussed only two dimensions of the problem which are the recognition of objects and 
communication among sensors for the purpose of storage and reasoning but they have 
not considered activity, modularity, relationship and consistency. Mendoza et al. [16] 
has presented an ontology based framework for knowledge integration (which 
integrates low level data with high level knowledge) for robot intelligence. The 
proposed framework is based on two parts; in the first part which is Knowledge 
description, contains robot knowledge while Knowledge association part uses logical 
inference with unidirectional and bidirectional rules. Although this work supports the 
relationship, modularity, updated data sharing and context-awareness but this does not 
support consistency and activity monitoring.  

Based on the above review and analysis, it appears that research on ontology based 
robot systems towards its most neglected requirements, namely, extensibility, 
correctness, modularity, relationship and activity monitoring would be highly 
beneficial for the industry. 
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4. Methodology 

Research methodology is academia’s established regularity framework for the 
collection and evaluation of existing knowledge for the purpose of arriving at, and 
validating new knowledge.   Research methodology not only frames the study but also 
identify the tools, strategies and criteria for the success of research. 

Ontology describes the knowledge of a particular domain which consists on 
hierarchical definitions of important concepts along with the expression of suitable 
terminologies and the semantic properties [20]. Among other uses of ontologies [21], 
one is to assist in achieving interoperability in communication between humans, and 
the other one is to assist in achieving interoperability in communication between 
software applications. Ontologies by providing metadata schema and vocabulary of 
concepts facilitate search engines to search the ontological concepts instead of 
searching by the keywords. Ontologies enable machines to exchange semantics along 
with the syntax [22] by defining the common vocabulary for the sharing of information 
in a domain.  

METHONTOLOGY [23] methodology is used for APIbot ontology development 
because it can be used to develop ontology either from scratch or by using the existing 
ontologies.  Moreover, it defines a set of tasks for the development of a consistent 
ontological model by increasing the complexity step by step.  

5. Ontology construction steps 

As ontology can never be complete and always requires a design to be extended with 
new concepts without changing the underlying model and without affecting the 
semantic annotations. So, this is a first step towards the development of an APIbot 
ontology for the communication among devices. The details of ontology construction 
steps are given below. 

5.1. Ontology entities extraction 

Entity Extraction starts with the extraction of named concepts (such as person and 
product names, locations and dates etc.) and adding up an accurate type specific 
annotations and metadata to the unstructured text of the document.  
During the development of the ontology a number of user manuals and journal and 
conference publications were reviewed for entity extraction. The detail is given below. 
 
Table 1.  Table of ontology concept  

Ontology Concepts 
Light sensor Switch Left servo motor On 
Heat sensor Left wheel Right servo motor Off 
Distance sensor Right wheel Near Left 
Computer  Battery Far Right 
Remote controller Obstacle detection Fire detection Light detection 
Room Passage Open space  Tour 
Motor controller Activity   
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5.2. Taxonomy formation 

After the identification of relevant terms, these terms are organized in a taxonomic 
hierarchy which becomes classes of the ontology in the later stage. Taxonomy provides 
an ontological structure for human understanding as well as for the integration and 
reuse of other ontological structures. Basically, taxonomy is the arrangement of things 
of interest in a hierarchical structure, typically there is only a “is-a” relation among 
different concepts of the ontology. In Figure 2, taxonomy for the autonomous mobile 
robot ontology is presented. 

 

5.3. Relationships  

Ontologies represent information in a human and machine readable format consisting 
of entities, attributes and relationships. The direct relationship between two entities 
refers to us as semantic relations and indirect relationship as semantic association. 
Direct and inverse relations among different concepts are shown in Table 2. 
 
 
Table 2.  Binary relations table 

Relation name Source concept Target concept Inverse relation 
Is used for  Light sensor Light detection Is detected by 
Is used for  Heat sensor Fire detection Is detected by 
Is used for  Distance sensor Distance Is detected by 
Is used for  Distance sensor  Obstacle detection Is detected by 
Controls Remote controller Motor Is controlled by 
Controls  Switch Motor  Is controlled by 
Controls  Left servo motor  Left wheel Is controlled by 
Controls Right servo motor Right wheel Is controlled by 
Powers Battery Motor  Is powered by 
Powers Battery Remote controller Is powered by 
 

5.4. Axioms 

Axioms are used to facilitate mutual understanding among machines [24] during 
machine to machine communication by removing terminological and conceptual 
ambiguities. Moreover, for ontological reasoning, axioms are the best way for the 
insertion of logical expressions to ontology. Basically, an ontology consists on a set 
of axioms and each axiom makes a statement that is always true. Moreover, these 
axioms say something about the classes, properties, and individuals. For example, a 
axiom given below; where a Sensor is a RealTimeDevice would satisfy the axiom, 
whereas one where we have a Sensor that is not a RealTimeDevice would not satisfy 
the specified axiom. 

 
Sensor   RealTimeDevice   � hasOperatingSystem.RealTime-OperatingSystem 

 
In Table 3 axioms for the autonomous mobile robot ontology are presented. 
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Figure 2. APIbot ontology  
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Table 3.  Logical axioms table 

6. Ontology consistency checking 

Consistent ontologies plays a vital role in the success of any application because it 
identifies the duplicating instances. In case of autonomous mobile robot ontology, 
Protégé [25] along with Pellet reasoner [26] tools are used for the development and the 
ontological consistency checking. Pellet is a Java-based open source reasoner which 
can handle evolving OWL ontologies. It implements the tableau algorithm and 
provides some additional features like closed world reasoning, SPARQL query 
processing and facilitate the debugging of the ontology engineering. Almost every 
reasoner can detect the inconsistencies between ontology concepts but Pellet has 
additional features of explaining that why ontology concepts are unsatisfiable based on 
the axioms which may help the user to understand the problem. These processes 
(development and the consistency checking) are shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Autonomous mobile robot ontology concepts classification tree 
 

Similar to the ontology consistency checking, a query will also be checked for its 
consistency by the reasoner against the ontology rules. If reasoner finds any 
inconsistencies then the query will not be processed and the user will be informed, 
otherwise processed results will be returned to the user.  
In a similar way, APIbot ontology is also checked for its consistency and queried, 
overall, checking indicates that the APIbot ontology is consistent.  

7. Discussion and Future Work 

In this section, we have compared the work of different researchers [15-19] on the 
defined criteria and the objective is to identify the strengths and the limitations of the 
existing work. For comparison we have identified six different kinds of requirements. 
The defined evaluation criteria are quite limited defined over the general requirements 
and obviously not sufficient to fulfill all of the requirements for different applications 
of robots. According to our knowledge this is a minimum set of requirements that have 
a large impact on fulfilling different tasks of robot.  
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Table 4. Comparative evaluation of existing works 
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Mendoza et. al. [15]� √  √ √ √ 

Lim et. al. [16]� √ √ √ � √� √�

Paull et. al. [17]� √� � � √� √  

Prestes et. al. [18] � √� √� � �

Gunderson et. al. [19] � √� � √� � √�

OntAPIbot� √� √� √� √� √� √�
 

From comparative analysis (Table 4) it is observed that none of the existing 
ontologies cover all requirements of the defined criteria; and still, there are many open 
issues for research.  One of the main objectives of this work is to guide the researchers 
to consider the basic criteria requirements before developing ontology for robots. These 
criteria requirements, if considered, can help to deal with heterogeneity and complexity 
and increases the possibility of robots to come up to the user requirements well by 
enhancing the semantic reasoning capability. 

 
 

Figure 4. Ontology evaluation based on evaluation criteria 
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After analyzing Figure 4 (consists on the data of Table 4) carefully, we came to 
know that the work of Lim et al.  [16] is the most mature work because it fulfills the 
five requirements out of six; hence its contribution in meeting the defined requirements 
is the highest in the studied ontologies. Similarly, the work proposed by the Prestes et 
al. [18] meets the least requirements which are two requirements out of six.   

 

 
 

Figure 5. Evaluation of evaluation criteria 
 

From Figure 5, it is observed that the updated data sharing requirement is the most 
fulfilled requirement whereas activity monitoring requirement is the least fulfilled 
requirement in the reviewed literature.  

The results show (Table 4) that the work proposed by Lim et al.  [16] is the best 
among the rest as it fulfills the most of the parameters of the defined criteria but at the 
same time it lacks in the requirement of updated data sharing. In our work, we have 
focused in these neglected requirements and the proposed ontology fulfills these 
requirements successfully. As a future work we are interested to extend this work for 
self-organizing and robustness. 

8. Conclusion  

The autonomous mobile robot (APIbot) is a fire fighting robot which can detect light, 
fire and obstacles with the help of different sensors. The APIbot sensors are wirelessly 
connected with backend computer hosting a pool of services. But in the dynamic 
environment of robots, the information of APIbot sensors may have alternative 
representations that make it difficult to interpret and use. Moreover, in the dynamic 
environment of devices if sensors and devices speak different languages in the presence 
of different data standards and operating platforms then faultless communication of 
information among various systems cannot be guaranteed. Hence, SOA play its role by 
providing well-defined foundations for addressing such problem. In this paper we have 
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developed APIbot ontology for the reduction of terminology heterogeneity and 
complexity in order to enhance the interpretation and sharing of data among robot 
sensors. We followed the guidelines of METHONTOLOGY methodology for ontology 
development, while in the development and evaluation phases we used Protégé and 
Pellet reasonee to check inconsistencies. Evaluation results show the consistency and 
feasibility of our ontology. 
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